
Description 
This contest was created to motivate “helpers and evangelists” (“Supporters”) to bring 
Free TON ideas to the masses in chat groups, online forums and who helped 
moderators with tasks that solved “Community problems”. They help the community 
voluntarily on a daily basis, their contribution to the development of the community is 
invaluable. Let’s encourage them to continue working! 

The community needs you! 

This contest based on Free TON Latest Supporters contest. 

Motivation 
Encourage people who have invested their resources and time in chat groups and the 
online forum of Free TON Community. 

Type 
DeSupport contest. 

Stages 
1st stage: 

Any Community Member can nominate person(s) in this thread. Mention the person(s) 
who you think deserves the reward and explain why they deserve it. 

2nd stage: 

After the creation of list of nominated persons, they (nominated participants) are required 
to provide the work they have done during the period 12:00 UTC/2:00 PM CET from July 
28, 2020, through December 31, 2020, and prove to the judges why they should apply 
for the reward. 

Contest dates 
1st stage: 

8 February - 14 February, 23:59 UTC. 

 

https://forum.freeton.org/t/contest-proposal-decentralized-support-contest-part-ii-latest-supporters-finished/1404


2nd stage: 

17 February - 24 February, 23:59 UTC. 

Procedural Requirements 
● Each community member can nominate person(s) in this thread. 
● If the person was not nominated and sends a submission anyway, their 

submissions may be rejected. 
● One submission - one participant. 
● Anyone who helped with chats and/or forum moderation, helped answering 

questions from the community, performed other helpful tasks (tables, translations, 
data aggregation etc) in the period 12:00 UTC/2:00 PM CET from July 28, 2020 
to December 31, 2020, can be nominated for this contest. 

● Participants should provide all details about their work (screenshots, links to their 
work etc) 

● Participants must upload their work correctly so it can be viewed and accessible 
in the formats described. If work is inaccessible or does not fit the criteria 
described, the submission may be rejected by jurors. 

● Participants must submit their work before the closing of the filing of submissions. 
If not submitted on time, the submission will not count. 

● Every contest submission must have an identifiable contact that can be matched 
with your discussion forum description. If you did not provide a discussion forum 
description, then your submission must provide links to your online persona, such 
as a Telegram ID (preferred) or other direct contact information that can confirm 
that the work submitted is your own. If you fail to provide a means to verify that 
the submission is your own work, your submission may be rejected. 

 

Nominated persons 
@ Dedicate_s 
@ SkyAnn 
@ teodorix 
@ EnsRationis 
@ lomashuk 
@ Futurizt 
@ Grigoriy2000 
@ bivanovsky 
@ todiav 
@ boogerwooger 
@ uncia_edu 
@ ergattic 
@ soluyanov 



@ EkaterinaPantaz 
@bitjudge 
@senya_dz 
@ anazarov79 
@ prigolovko 
@ Ronmillow 
@ rollie 
@ senya_dz 
@ isheldon 
@ Bulbash666 
@ danoneo 
@ totkaplan 
@ everjob 
@ yulvla 
@india 
@epidemia 
@XLR25t 
@Artanovskaya 
@Bulbash666 
@ElsbethTheOne 
@Grigoriy2000 
@Boris3325 
@freeevgeny 
@qwertys318 
@Mitja 
@velikorodov 
@Platon 
@lsourcel  
@WuChi001X 
@vgk88 
@prigolovko 
@anesthesia_v 
@ anesthesia_v 
@ amalfica 
@ Dnugget 
@ denisKSF 
@ afa910 
@ btc2100w 
@ ham_1024 
@ ALHK2017 
@ minamimachida 
@ godurov 
@ ryangoxling 
@ iicc1 
@ DiverGentWH 
@ Sibirli 

https://forum.freeton.org/u/india
https://forum.freeton.org/u/epidemia
https://forum.freeton.org/u/xlr25t
https://forum.freeton.org/u/artanovskaya
https://forum.freeton.org/u/grigoriy2000
https://forum.freeton.org/u/qwertys318
https://forum.freeton.org/u/mitja
https://forum.freeton.org/u/velikorodov
https://forum.freeton.org/u/platon
https://forum.freeton.org/u/wuchi001x
https://forum.freeton.org/u/wuchi001x
https://forum.freeton.org/u/vgk88


@ chaiikaaa 
@ mik0el 
@ Pince2Homard 
@ Ph1lr0d 
@ Cyrilpaglino 
@ domenicu 
@ Pixel75 
@ brutale 
@ HostFat 
@ Anon39 
@ C_Support050 
@ midiak 
@ MonaMahmoodi1 
@ teojianrong 
@ Alexander_Filatov 
@ DavidRAllen 
@ lina_polina0220 
@ indiachain 
@ am_kira 
@ BlockchainLover 
@ kevingreek 
@ Topalovisk 
@ LevisD 
@ Yong_Tyc 
@ JKanyiri 
@ Dotunwilfred2 
@ ayudha 
@ Zekhan008 
@ novusmetis 
@ chuck_bogorad 
@ hericyl 
@ velikorodov 
@ lsourcel 
@ giarmul 
@ Chosen_One_89 
@ Asgerion 
@ Custler 
@ issa_riddle 
@ RRoman_Tver 
@bivanovsky 
 

Evaluation 



Please submit a PDF file with your most significant and useful supports and 
contributions done within the time frame. The ways you can submit are (but not limited 
to) screenshots, clickable links, posts, activities, ranks, statistics, etc. 

Based on the work performed, the jury will decide who has done the best valuable job so 
far. 

Winners’ Rewards 
Average score for a submission must be at least 5.0 points to claim a reward. If the 
average score of the submission is less than 5.0 points, no rewards will be given to the 
contestant. 

The top 30 winners will be chosen based on ratings and receive awards as follows: 

Highest rated ………………… 20,000 Tons 

2nd …………………………… 15,000 Tons 

3rd…………………………… 12,000 Tons 

4th-10th …………………… 5,000 Tons 

10th-20th ………………… 2,500 Tons 

20th-30th ………………… 1,000 Tons 

Jury Rewards 

An amount equal to 5% of the sum total of all total tokens awarded to contest winners will be 
distributed among jurors who vote and provide feedback. This percentage will be awarded 
on the following basis: 

● The percentage of tokens awarded to the jury will be distributed based on the 
number of votes each juror casts. For example, if one juror votes 20 times and 
another juror votes 5 times, the juror who votes 20 times will get 4 times more tokens 
than the juror who votes 5 times. 

● Detailed feedback is mandatory in order to collect any rewards. 

Voting 
● The juror must have a solid understanding of the described subject in order to 

provide a score and feedback. If not, the juror should choose to “Abstain”.  
● Jurors or whose team(s) intend to participate in this contest by providing submissions 

lose their right to vote in this contest. 



● Each juror will vote by rating each submission on a scale of 1 to 10 or can choose to 
reject it if it does not meet requirements or vote “Abstain” if they feel unqualified to 
judge. 

● Jurors must provide feedback on submissions or lose their reward. 
● The Jury will reject duplicate, sub-par, incomplete, or inappropriate submissions. 
● The number of days for jury voting is hereby set at 10 days 

 
 


